MAP OF
INSTALLATIONS
GRASS GARDEN
INVERSION
CHATTANOOGA, TN

LOCATION: 730 CHERRY ST
TEAM GFB: BRAD SHELTON, MATT SEARS,
CRAIG PEAVY & PATRICK RYAN
Grass Garden Inversion is the suspension of
locally sourced bamboo from high tension cables
spanning the alley. The lower portion of bamboo
hangs freely producing movement and sound.
Creating a gathering spot unlike any other, added
lighting will create dynamic shadowing at night.

URBAN CHANDELIER
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

LOCATION: 709 CHERRY ST
OFFICE FEUERMAN: WILLIAM FEUERMAN
& DANE VOORDERHAKE
Forming Urban Chandelier, 850 individually
CNC trimmed carbon ﬁber rods are suspended
above the alleyway with 6,000 reﬂective styrene
triangles precisely hung to reﬂect the natural day
light and artiﬁcial night light creating visible light
patterns. The material properties provide for
ever-changing light effects based on available
inputs; wind, direct light, reﬂections or
even projections.

STARGAZE

NEW YORK CITY, NY
LOCATION: 715 MARKET ST
HEAVY: JEIAN JEONG, RYAN WHITBY
& ADAM PAIKOWSKY
Through a network of interconnected light
beacons suspended above and along the alley,
Stargaze will utilize the Star API provided by
NASA and the American Museum of Natural
History’s Digital Universe Data to glow and mimic
the night sky above for a contemplative and
playful installation.

STAGE GENIES
CHATTANOOGA, TN

MILLER PLAZA
LOCATION: 715 MARKET ST
ART 120 & STUDIO MINDSTRIDE:
KATHRYN WARREN, DAN MAILMAN,
MIKE HARRISON, NICOLE POST &
STEPHANIE CHANG
Through a connected and programmed network
of cameras, speakers and computers, Stage
Genies is a soundscape installation that tracks
the movement of alleyway-goers and responds
with music. Imagine walking through an alley and
triggering the start of the beloved “Chattanooga
Choo Choo” song.

NEURAL ALLEY
BROOKLYN, NY

LOCTION: 721 BROAD ST
REVENGE OF THE ELECTRIC WOMAN:
JENNIFER HISER, CARSON SMUTS
& NOA YOUNSE
Neural Alley represents the interplay of analog
and digital processes that support a collective
narrative. In the alley, a pixelated image of
painted blocks appears on each wall: one of
the Tennessee River pre-dam network and one
after. Move the blocks and create your narrative
that will be digitally captured throughout Neural
Alley’s existence.

